Shirley, NY - The Brookhaven Highway Department swept streets, restriped roadways, picked up debris, provided roadside maintenance, replaced and repaired street signs and fixed pot holes to ensure the route for the LI2Day Walk to Fight Breast Cancer and Other Women's Cancers was in excellent condition. The event took place in Shirley on June 7th and organizers were grateful to the Highway Department for dedicating resources and ensuring the safety of participants.

Ginny Salerno, Executive Director of LI2DAY said, "Over 600 walkers trekked through some of Shirley's most picturesque neighborhoods to raise awareness and funds in the fight against breast cancer and women's gynecological cancers. The organization is grateful to Brookhaven's Highway Department for their thoroughness in preparation for this event. Because of the outpouring support of Brookhaven and the community, LI2DAY is able to make a difference in the lives of Long Islanders fighting breast cancer and gynecological cancer."

"Everyone knows someone who has been affected by cancer," Superintendent Losquadro said. "I want to thank the men and women of the Highway Department for helping this organization in its efforts to raise awareness and funds for breast cancer and other women's cancers."

"No one should have to face cancer alone, and because of great people like those involved with the Long Island Two day walk providing a crucial support network, they don't have to face it alone," said Councilman Dan Panico.
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